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EXHIBIT 17
1.
████████████(ID 8963), Alabama-Bessemer, Software Engineering,
3/2007-12/2010:
“There is no way I could further my education. I couldn't afford after seeing how many loans
that school took out. I'm around 68k in debt.”
2.
████████████████████████. (ID 9144), Alabama-Bessemer,
9/2007-3/2012:
“Nearing the end of my education I was told that I didn’t have enough to finish the program and
was forced to take out a $10,000 private loan in order to finish the degree.”
3.
███████████████ (ID 7946), Arizona-Phoenix, AAS Drafting and
Design, 9/2009-11/2011:
“I was told that Federal and private loans generally had the same interest rate and that they
could be lumped into one solid payment after graduation. When all my loan paperwork with said
and done I still needed to cover $4, 000 that I was unaware of. ITT Technical Institute gave me
the $4, 000 loan without my knowledge until after graduation.”
4.

█████████ (ID 3684), Arizona-Tempe, 10/2004-5/2007:

“And one day I was pulled from class.. And they told me to sign this paper work in order to
complete the tuition for the courses otherwise I would be dropped.. Given I was like 3 months
away from graduation date.. I am not very fluent with the loans, and terms that's because they
do not explain anything to you... its more like sign here, here and here.”
5.
3/2009:

██████████████████ (ID 9397), Arizona-Tempe, AutoCAD, 3/2008-

“When I signed the paperwork to begin attending the college I was told that all expenses would
be covered until I was able to graduate. This was only the case for the first year of the two year
course. When I went to sign all the paperwork to attend the second year i was told that I would
have to pay $13,000 up front before I would be able to continue my education. I was basically
forced to drop out.”
6.
███████████████ (ID 9415), Arizona-Tempe, Information Security,
3/2006-6/2011:
“ITT milked as much money as it could get out of me. I was forced to do a repack with my loans
at ITT. The school would never tell me the exact purpose of these repacks and they never made
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sense to me, they would call me into the office with a stack of paperwork to sign and when I
would ask what it means the lady would tell me she was only asked to tell me to sign them and
would never give me an explanation.. They would do this right at the point in the program where
I had invested substantial amounts of time but if I dropped out they would not receive my degree.
The repacks made the price of what we owed almost double for what we signed on for. And they
would also make me apply for private student loans and whatever I was approved for was the
amount they would need causing me more finical hardship now as I am almost $100K in debt
now.”
7.
██████████████ID 4687), Arizona-Tucson, Computer Networking,
3/1999-3/2000:
“Changed the plans in the middle of taking the classes.”
8.
█████████████ID 2631), Arkansas-Little Rock, Criminal Justice /
Networking, 9/2006-10/2007:
“I was so confused about what my loans where actually paying for and how they applied to
everything. . . . I had to refill out my paperwork several times due to them loosing my paperwork
or telling me that they miscalculated the amount needed. Halfway thru my degree, they told me
that I may have to find funding elsewhere because I used up all of my FASFA. I soon found out
that was a lie and dropped out a second time from my networking classes.”
9.

██████████████ID 9111), Arkansas-Little Rock, 10/2011-12/2012:

“They promised me that I qualified for all types of Grants considering I had no income
whatsoever. After three months of school there I found out that they took out loans and which I
didn't even know about. Once they saying they couldn't get any more money for me I was told to
leave and I could not continue my education at that school. I left with good grades and good
attendance so that should tell you everything right there. They are liars and thieves and make
many promises that they don't even intend on keeping.”
10.
███████████████ID 2629), Arkansas-Little Rock, Multimedia/Game
Design, 6/2005-9/2009:
“ITT mislead me in the total cost of the programs that I was attending by periodically having me
refill out my financial aid paperwork from the entire course, because they where always loosing
my paperwork. My last two semesters I had to fill out almost 4 years of financial aid paperwork
due to them constantly loosing it. Sometimes after refilling out paperwork I would have to come
back again to redo some of it, because they did not calculate properly the amount that I would
need to complete my education.”
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11.
███████████████ID 3721), Arkansas-Little Rock, Criminal Justice,
9/2006-6/2010:
“I was actually forced to take out a private loan a month before graduation to cover their
miscalculations otherwise I would not be allowed to graduate.”
12.
██████████████████(ID 8153), California-Anaheim, IT- DCST,
1/2006-1/2009:
“Near the end of my school term, I was told I was needed to apply for a private loan since I was
unable to get funding from other loans which confused me. I was near completion of school so I
signed it.”
13.
█████████ (ID 7942), California-Anaheim, Digital Entertainment and
Game Design, 6/2004-6/2009:
“[T]owards the end of my graduation they said that all the loans were exhausted and that i had
to pay them in cash or i wouldnt graduate or get my diploma. [I] believe it was arround the 800
dollar side but at that point i didn't have that kind of money on hand. [I] had to borrow it from
family. [H]ow could it be if everything was so well planed out how was it that i had to pay in
cash? did something change? [W]ere they charging me extra for something? [T]he thing that
scared me into paying is the fact that i wouldn't graduate. [L]ooking at it now it seems like a
scare tactic to bully me into paying them.”
14.

█████████████(ID 4139), California-Culver City,10/2013-6/2015:

“They did not inform me that I could test out of classes prior to attending them when I had
previous military credit I wanted to add to my class work. I was told I needed to sign more loan
paperwork in order to graduate.”
15.
(ID 4863), California-Lathrop, Information Technology Computer
Networking Systems, 9/2011-5/2013:
“They understated the total cost of the program. I had to pay over $5000 out of pocket because
the loans did not cover the full cost of the program even though they said the loans would cover
the cost completely. One month before graduation they sprang yet another fee that had not
previously been mentioned and I had to pay to receive my degree.”
16.
█████████████(ID 4739), California-National City, Criminal Justice,
3/2008-6/2012:
“The entire process was misleading I wasn't a naive 18 year old I was 22 with a car payment
and bills I understood financial aspects. I understood that I would be responsible for a loan
when I was done. I wasn't prepared for three seperate loans a federal and private and some
random loan to ITT tech. My graduating class were all blindsided a few days before graduation
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with the latter. I paid it off quickly in fears that they would continue to screw me if I didn't. I still
have a remaining private loan federal loan and parent plus loan.”
17.
██████████████ID 2741), California-Oxnard, Computer Gaming and
Design, 1/2006-1/2010:
“When I first signed up my father came in with and made an agreement that he would make
monthly payments to pay for school for the first two years. After the first 6 months I was called
into the financial office saying that i had to pull out another loan to pay for the next quarter.
They told me if I didn't get the loan I wouldn't be allowed to attend class.”
18.
██████████████████ID 8156), California-Oxnard, Computer
Network Systems, 6/2010-6/2012:
“I don't think they ever told me exactly what they were doing and all of a sudden I was asked to
sign paperwork for a Peaks Loan. I didn't know I needed a Peaks Loan and had never heard of
them... They told me if I didn't sign all the hard work that I had already done would be lost
because I would not be able to attend the school anymore and my credits wouldn't transfer. This
was when I had already finished half of my program. So, obviously I signed it and continued. I
had worked hard and wanted to reward of a degree and that high salary they kept talking
about.”
19.
███████████████(ID 8579), California-Rancho Cordova, Criminal
Justice, 2/2006-2/2009:
“Understating the amount of loans necessary, when I had 1 quarter left they told me if I didn't
get another grant/loan that I would be able to graduate.”
20.
███████████████(ID 7100), California-Torrance, Communication
and Electronic Engineering Technology, 12/2008-10/2012:
“They mislead me in understanding the total cost of the program, then when I finish the bachelor
degree I owed over 100K plus some money to ITT tech because the government will not loan us
any more money, so we had to take a "personal "loan with ITT tech in order to graduate.”
21.

█████████ (ID 7766), Illinois-Arlington Heights, 3/2013-5/2015:

“In January of 2015, few months before i graduated, I was told I owed $3,000 dollars to ITTTech that was NOT covered by Financial Aid! I had to pay on before receiving a degree! Which
I'm still paying!”
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22.
████████████(ID 7842), Illinois-Oak Brook, Information Systems
Security, 6/2010-12/2013:
“I also had to sign some paper work right before graduation, I was told that if I did not, I would
not get the Presidential Scholarship applied to my tuition. I dont know what the paper work was,
but it made my temp credit bill go from 2000 to 12000 dollars.”
23.

█████████████ (ID 7677), Indiana-Fort Wayne, 6/2006-6/2010:

“I never really knew what it would cost. and near the end i had to get private loans because salle
mea wouldn't give out loans anymore. I have private loans that have 13% interest and when i
was signing the papers. I said really 13% how is that possible. They said that if i wanted to get
my degree I just needed to sign the paper. I was already 3 years in I didn't really have a way out
of it because the credits don't transfer.”
24.
██████████████ (ID 8439), Indiana-Indianapolis, Network
Administration, 9/2011-3/2014:
“I was originally told on amount of repayment. and it would become due 6 months after
graduation. 3 months after starting the program I was told that I was in default and now had to
pay a higher interest rate. Then, after graduating I didn't receive my diploma. After waiting 3
months, I was told I had to pay an additional $1200.00 If I wanted the diploma.”
25.

█████████████ (ID 7448), Indiana-Newburgh, 9/2011-3/2014:

“Signed loans without me approving, electronically. Told me that in addition to the loans I owed
8000 to ITT...one week before graduation. Refused to give copies of financials.”
26.
█████████████ (ID 5061), Massachusetts-Wilmington, Information
Systems Security, 9/2006-3/2011:
“For example:t he last semester I was led to take a private loan from PeaksLoan because it had
already to the point in which I had exhausted all available federal and state funding.”
27.
███████████████ (ID 8895), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Information
Security System, 6/2007-6/2011:
“I was even pulled out of class 2 weeks before graduating to sign more paper work I could not
graduate unless I signed them. They said it was to cover the last 2 weeks of classes and
graduation. It was funny I just signed paper work 4 weeks before they said I needed to sign
papers to graduate.”
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28.
████████████████ (ID 9038), Michigan-Troy, Electronics
Engineering, 9/2011-6/2015:
“They refused to give me my degree stating that I STILL owed an additional $200.00. So, despite
them completely depleting my federal aid, which totaled around $80,000, I still could not receive
my degree until I paid another $200.00.”
29.

█████████████(ID 8129), Michigan-Wyoming, 9/2008-6/2012:

“They filled out my loan paperwork and FASFA for me, then told me where to sign. I even had
an issue with my FASFA being incorrect with the numbers they put in and when I brought it up
to them, they told me not to worry about it. I had my FASFA pulled last minuet before graduation
with my Bachelors resulting in having to take a personal loan out with ITT itself.”
30.

████████ (ID 8256), Michigan-Wyoming, 3/2009-12/2010:

“I was told when I started it wouldn't cost anymore to do online classes than it would to do in
school classes! When I than took online classes I got charged $100 per online class!!!”
31.

█████████████ (ID 8663), Michigan-Wyoming, CJ, 9/2008-11/2012:

“They made me take a personal loan of $10,000 in order to walk at graduation . My Associate
Degree program was mostly covered by Federal Loans. Was highly upset at the end of my 4th
year there not being able to walk the stage with my classmates.”
32.
██████████(ID 9674), Nevada-Henderson, Information Technology
Multimedia, 9/2005-9/2007:
“Every semester we were expected to pay higher out-of-pocket money because the loans weren't
able to sustain it.”
33.
12/2011:

███████████████ (ID 8550), North Carolina-High Point, 1/2009-

“I thought everything was taken care of through loans and grants then they tell me I have to pay
monthly to ITT tech for my last year.”
34.
3/2014:

████████████████ (ID 8280), North Carolina-High Point, 6/2012-

“Towards the end of my time at ITT we were told that we would need to fundraise money to help
pay for our gradation and nursing pinning ceremonies because the school would not pay for that
although in the beginning it was my understanding that this was covered in the tuition costs.”
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35.

███████████ (ID 8722), Ohio-Hilliard, 9/2010-2/2013:

“They told me my loans were maxed and that I was two quarters away from graduation that I
then had to take out personal loans thru them. We were charged for classes that weren't even
being taught. Again, told to sign in and leave.”
36.
███████████████████████ (ID 9219), Ohio-Norwood, Nursing,
12/2011-8/2012:
“They claimed the cost of books/supplies was included in our tuition but the books they gave us
were the previous editions not the most current ones available. For example they gave us edition
5 when edition 6 had already been available for quite some time. This made it impossible to
resell your books after a course because other schools use the most current editions
ESPECIALLY in nursing/health since its ever changing. They also still had a charge on our cost
summary for "cost of tools."”
37.

█████████████(ID 8939), Ohio-Norwood, 9/2006-9/2009:

“When I first started signing papers I was told the total amount for my degree would be 24k to
26k. I thought it was pricey but from all of the misleading nonsense they kept feeding me about
we would get more attention than someone who attended a different college I was okay with it. A
couple semesters before graduation they started pulling us out of class, usually during a test or
exam and told us that we could not return to class or graduate until we signed this paper. I was
not told what the paper was that we signed. Just that we had to sign it. I was more concerned
with going back to class and finishing my test. Little did I know I was signing papers to give
them permissions to take out high interest private loans. If I would have known what I know now
I would have never gone to that school. I was young and just out of high school listening to their
crap about how I was getting a quality education.”
38.
██████████(ID 5053), Ohio-Strongsville, Computer Network Systems,
7/2004-7/2006:
“Additionally a few weeks before graduation students were called into the financial aid office so
that the financial aid department could go over what to expect upon graduation. ITT's employees
looked at my loans and told me I could expect monthly payments of somewhere between $130
and $150 per month. With this knowledge, upon graduation I rented my first apartment, signed
up for services such as home phone, cable TV, etc. and also financed the purchase of a car. Six
months later as my loan grace period was nearing it's end, imagine my surprise when I receive a
letter in the mail from Sallie Mae telling me that my monthly payment was going to be
somewhere between $500-$600 per month. Needless to say, I couldn't afford those payments on
my current salary, let alone when I was let go from my employer a few months later.”
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39.
████████████ (ID 5354), Pennsylvania-Harrisburg, Electronics
Engineering Technology, 6/2013-12/2014:
“They also mislead me as to the actual cost per semester. They did not disclose all of the hidden
fees and extra expenses associated with my program.”
40.

█████████████████ (ID 8910), Tennessee-Cordova, 11/2005-3/2009:

“[W]hen I start my second quarter of my bachelor degree I was told that I had to pay for one
class out of pocket or I could not continue on with my bachelor, so me and my parents paid out
of pocket for that one quarter.”
41.

████████████ (ID 8412), Tennessee-Knoxville, 3/2008-6/2010:

“After completing a little more than half of my program I was called to the finance office and
told that I did not have enough money to continue. This came as a complete shock. I began to
ask questions. You knew the exact cost of me completing this training, you knew the amount of
my original loan. Why would you not make me aware ahead of time that I would have to come
out of pocket or take a private loan to complete my education. They wanted us to be too far into
our training knowing our only choice would be sign the loan or quit. I was given every
indication that when I signed the initial federal loan that it would cover me through graduation.
Not only were they not forthcoming, they lied.”
42.

█████████████████ (ID 8922), Tennessee-Memphis, 11/6-3/11:

“I was told tuition was the same for the whole time. But it wasn’t.”
43.
█████████████ (ID 8824), Texas-Houston West, Computer
Networking Systems, 9/2006-5/2008:
“I had to fork out additional money from my own pocket to obtain my degree because I was
misled about the actual cost of the program.”
44.

███████████████ (ID 7978, 9722), Texas-Richardson, 6/2009-1/2011:

“Stated I had to sign a loan for around $2k at the end of the year or I would not receive my
diploma, this was a private loan as well. [] Shortly before graduation they pulled each of us into
their offices and we had to sign some "final loans" for us to be eligible to graduate otherwise we
would not received our diploma, and this was money we "owed" ITT. Even with all the Pell
Grants and loans they took out, I still "owed" over $5k to them.”
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45.
██████████ (ID 8448), Virginia-Norfolk, Computer Networking
Administration, 9/2009-6/2011:
“I had a huge ordeal as I was informed in the beginning that my tuition would be covered by
federal loans. As I was almost close to graduating, I was informed that I magically needed extra
money and my fed money was not enough. I then had to apply for private loans never really
understanding the difference and the significant jump in interest rates for private loans. It was
the only way I could finish so I conceded. It was never explained to me in the beginning at all. 7
grand extra in private loans to complete my associates.”
46.
█████████ (ID 9161), Virginia-Springfield, Visual Communications,
12/2008-6/2011:
“Every time we had to reup our loans, the school would raise the price stating it would cost
more because it was a different year. They also claimed they could only get me loans for three
semesters at a time then raised the price for my final semester to almost the same amount as the
previous three semesters because of graduation costs.”
47.

██████████████(ID 7782), Nursing, 3/2011-6/2013:

“They would not tell us how much the program was until we were 5 quarters in to the program,
at that point it was basically too late for us to transfer or withdraw from the program.”
“I never knew how much each quarter cost until the end of each quarter or how much financial
aid or student loans I was approved for until I had to sign for a renewal each quarter. Before I
knew it I had 7 different student loans totaling over $33,000 within 27 months and by my last
quarter I was gonna have to pay out of pocket for some extra fee ($3,000) that had to be paid
before I completed the program, which they called a graduation fee.”
48.

████████████(ID 7814), Criminal Justice, 8/2008-8/2011:

“After I had already finished my last class and paid graduation fees, I was approached with the
news that I would need to apply for a private loan to cover additional costs and that if i didn't, I
would not receive my degree.”
49.
█████████████ (ID 6189), Software Applications and Programming,
8/2006-8/2008:
“I was told that most of my tuition was being covered under grants and scholarships. When I
signed the papers I was told I would owe very little after graduation due to being an honor
student and having grants and scholarships. I was forced to change my loan terms weeks before
my graduation to a high interest on or I would not be given my diploma or be allowed to
graduate.”
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50.

█████████████████ (ID 9580), 9/2011-5/2013:

“They told us a estimated cost of the program, but at the end I found hidden fees and was
charged almost 10 grand more then they told me in the beginning.”
51.

████████████ (ID 8839), 10/2010-6/2015:

“Right before i graduated i received a letter from echo i believe that stated i had to over $700 in
other student loan debt to actually get my degree,,,, i paided it.”
52.
█████████████████ (ID 9109), Electronics Engineering Technology,
1/1997-1/1999:
“There were also many times we paid out of pocket for additional materials that I had initially
understood to be included in the cost and covered by the "grants.””
53.

██████████ (ID 8855), Business Accounting Technology, 3/2008-3/2010:

“I had three classes left to complete my program and graduate with my degree when they
informed me I could not continue unless I paid them an additional $6,400 via cash or personal
loan, which I could not do so they dropped me and left me without a degree and a pile of debt
that I've barely made a dent in!”
54.

███████████████(ID 8240), Criminal Justice, 3/2006-6/2010:

“They pulled me out of class 3 weeks before graduation and told me if I did not sign some
documents I would not be able to graduate. I asked what was it, they replied unpaid debt to ITT,
I asked for what and wanted the information. They refused and continued on that if I did not sign
that I would not be able to return to class and would not graduate. I signed the paper to find out
it was a Peaks loan with an interest of 18%. Never once would anyone explain anything to me
about the loans.”

